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Innovation



A journey of 
discovery

Unknown, taken in 1862, public domain



Innovation comes 
from change
 Change begets innovation

- Response to disruptions of 
environmental conditions or 
relationships

 Innovation begets change

- Creates disruptions to environmental 
conditions or relationships

John Gerrard Keulemans, public domain



The power of small 
iterated changes:
wΔz

Uwe Gille, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=48277827



It is easier to survive 
small failed 
experiments

Aaron Logan http://www.lightmatter.net/gallery/Animals/panda



Data Hubs and Search

What does search give a Data Hub?



Platform for innovation



Cycle of innovation

MODEL

CURATECONSUME



The search 
perspective

M.C. Escher



Universal
 The data defines the index

 The data defines what questions can be 
asked

Natural History Museum, London



Selective
 Examine just the data you need

 Specialized indexes 

Chip Clark, SI, NMNH - Smithsonian Institution, public domain



Ranked
 Shades of grey: ordered

 Some matches are better

 Measurement of match

Natural History Museum, London

Natural History Museum, London



Contextual
 Business records are business documents

 Your next innovation is in the comments

 Narrative, relationships, metadata

Wallace, Aflred Russel (public domain)



Cycle of search activities

EXPLORE

CHARACTERIZE

SELECT

SAMPLE

Curate ALERT



Cycle of search activities

Curate

EXPLORE

CHARACTERIZE

SELECT

SAMPLE

ALERT



Select: Obtain 
targeted data
 Operational access

 Locate by universal characteristics

 Locate by context

 Ranked matches

Chip Clark, SI, NMNH - Smithsonian Institution, public domain



Sample: Create 
slices of data
 Modeling and machine learning

 Analytics and data characterization

 Data quality verification

 Auditing

 Select by universal characteristics

 Rank by random score to get random 
sample

Natural History Museum, London

Natural History Museum, London



Characterize: 
Analyze data slices
 Discovery

 Data quality verification

 Group, cluster, compare

 Data distributions: variability, outliers

 Turn metadata into data
Oxford University Museum of Natural History



Explore: Navigate 
and investigate data
 Discovery

 Understanding data in context

 Select starting points

 Navigate contextual relationships P.F. Siebold – Seibolldcollectie Naturalis (public domain)



Alert
Get notified about interesting data

 Get relevant data without asking

 Latest matching any criteria

 Any complex query



Cycle of innovation

MODEL

CURATECONSUME



Cycle of innovation

MODEL

CURATECONSUME

Sample
Characterize
Explore

Select
Select
Explore
Alert



Curated Data
 Harmonized

 Mastered

 Reference data

 Enrichment

 Provenance and lineage



Smart Mastering
 Characterize/explore candidate matches

 Sample training and test sets

 Selection of candidate matches

- Selective, based on universal criteria

- Ranked

 Linked to sources, preserving context



 Select reference data to consolidate based on universal criteria 

- Maybe ranked matches

 Link to reference data to provide context

Reference data



 Classifications, keywords, entity recognition, semantic relations, …

- Sample, characterize, explore training and test data

- Select and rank data to apply

 Universal: Make context explicit to enhance selectiveness and ranking

Enrichments



Search and Data Hubs

What does a Data Hub give search?



 Curated data

- Applying principal of universality

- Better context

- Better selectiveness

- Better ranking

 More relevant results

Why search needs a Data Hub



Curation gives context
Curation means knowing about your data and what it means



Harmonized 
Data
 Well-defined facets

 Simpler search interface

 More relevant results



Mastered data
 Consolidated entities

- Full context

 Preconsolidated duplicates

 More relevant results

Natural History Museum, London

Wallace Fund



Enrichments
 Add contextual information

 Turn metadata into data

 More relevant results

Natural History Museum, London



Provenance and 
lineage
 Context of data

 Quality of data

 More relevant results

Wallace Fund



Recap



 Change  innovation  change

 Small iterated incremental change

 A small failed experiment is easier to survive than a large failed experiment

Data Hub as innovation engine



 What is the searchly way to solve this?

- Universal: turn metadata into data

- Selective: only look at the relevant slice

- Ranked: measures of relevance of matches, ordered

- Contextual: not factoids, information

Search as a way of thinking



 Search tasks powered by built-in MarkLogic advanced search

- Sample

- Characterize

- Explore

- Select

- Alert

Search drives the innovation engine



 Search activities:

- Prepare for curation

- Perform curation

- Consume curation

Search for curation



 Apply principle of universality to get better selectiveness, ranking, context

 Search gets better

Curation for search



Be a better panda



Questions? Discussion?
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